Thoughts About Undeclared Federal Agents
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Federal Agents have a moral and legal responsibility to disclose themselves for
what they are when directly questioned. It arises from law forbidding entrapment,
trespass, and other crimes.
Sometimes called a Bevins Declaration, you can put these Moles between a rock
and a hard place simply by making a statement at the beginning of your actual
Assembly meetings and calls to the effect:
"Anyone here still claiming any form of US Citizenship or employment with any
Federal Agency is now -- for the next segment of the call (meeting, etc., ) invited
to either declare your presence and business here, or directed to leave the
Assembly at this time."
This allows the Assembly to have open calls and meetings where more people can
be educated and assisted, but then also to close meetings and teleconferences to
Federal Agents.
If Federal Agents fail to declare themselves and stay after they have been invited
to leave, they have broken the law and anything they obtain as a result of acting
in a clandestine fashion is tainted by fraud and inadmissible in court.
This can also help ferret out people in leadership positions who shouldn't be there.
The man actually responsible for the incarceration of the Colorado Nine was a
Federal Insurance Agent named Michael R. Hamilton. At least, that is the name he
used to do his dirty work.
He basically encouraged them to believe things that aren't true but which are
incorrect "common knowledge".
So they believed that they were "US Citizens".
They believed that they were owed all the constitutional guarantees----while
claiming to be US Citizens.
They believed that the "STATE OF COLORADO COURT" was their court and had to
answer to their Grand Jury.

And none of those things are true. When I told them they were wrong and that
none of these things were true, Michael R. Hamilton puffed out his chest and
basically said, "Ignore her! She's just a woman!"
Michael R. Hamilton stood in the background and encouraged them to assume
things they had assumed all their lives---- wrong things, as it happens---- and
egged them on.
When it came time for the arrests, Michael R. Hamilton was nowhere to be found.
I wonder how much grief and loss could have been spared, if the organizers of the
Colorado Assembly had simply made that little Bevins Declaration part of their
ritual?
How much could have been spared if the men involved had been less "sure of
what they didn't know"?
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